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The dissip8tive fnnotion (3.3) corresponds to the M&W plasticity condition. The p&s- 
ticity limit o8n be expressed by means of given czomxnuatio~~ and plasticity limits of 
each component. In the c8se of a two-component medium the plasticity limit is cahx- 
Wed by means of the formula 

k - ah + CJrr - 
ws (k1- h)” 
5 (& + e+kr) (3.5) 

where ei. cs, 4, k, are the ~~~n~8ti~ and p~~~~ limits of the casing oom- 

porEem% 
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Orthogon8iity relationships are derived far the extended eigenvectors of problems on the 
deformation of 8 strip, a circul8r reot8ngk: and the &symmetric deformation of a cy- 
Under under homo~ne~ bound8ry ~ouditi~ in the d,ispl8cements, 

The problem of the simult8neous decomposition of the bound8ry conditions given on 
p8rts of the surface of an e&stic body into a series of nonor&ogooat ~~~ sotu- 
tfons is solved only for certain classical problems for definite combfnations of the bound- 
ary conditions. In the c8se of the pkne problem of the theory of ehxsticity for a strip, 
such decompositions 8re realizable becisuse of the generalized otthogonality relationship 
of Papkovich (l-43, A similar relstionship for the axisymmetric problem of a cylinder 
is obtained in [5] and generalized in [6& However, the mentioned o~~n8~~ relation- 
ships do not allow s8tisf8otion of arbitrary bound8ry conditions ex8ctg on ail Nf8Ws 
of an el8stic body of finite size. 

Of interest in this respect 8re the orthogonaiity rel8tionships of extended eigenvectors 
of bounduy value ptoblems. The elasticity theory equoticnw admit the non-unique eon- 
struction of such vectors. Thus, Little and Chiids [?, 81 construct a system of extended 
eigenvectors which ate orthogomtf to the vectors of the conjugate problems. The autboEzI 
calied such orthogob8Uty re4t%md’1ips biortbogonality. 

The method developped in JQ], which permit8 conatruotion of a system of extended 
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eigenvectors satisfying the self-adjoint differential equations and hence possessing the 
orthogonality property, is more natural and general. This method also yields a non-unique 
solution (the authors of the method did not use the best), however, only systems of such 
vectors whose projections correspond to combinations of quantities prescribed on the 
boundary (displacements, normal and shear stresses) are of practical interest. 

Precisely such systems of extended vectors are constructed belo; by the Fliigge-Kelkar 
method for three two-dimensional problems of elasticity theory. Since the method men- 
tioned proceeds from the displacements equations, the case of homogeneous boundary 
conditions in displacements is simplest, and is indeed examined. However, the method 
can be extended also to the case of homogeneous force conditions. 

1. strip, Let us examine a strip whose longitudinal edges are fixed 
u=v=o for w = f i (i.f) 

The initial equations in displacements for the plane state of stress are written as 

Here u, v are the projections of the displacements on the z, r axes, respctfvely, m 
is the Poisson’s ratio. Let us seek the solution of (1.2) in the form 

‘al 
It- II I! V -6(Y)e-% E(y)=/1 :;; n 

Substituting (1.3) into (1.2) yields a relationship to find the vectors t (v) 

z* = hLl6’ + A_ 

Here LI and La are the matrices 

(1.4) 

and the prime denotes differentiation with respect to y. The vector E b) should satisfy 
the homogeneous boundary conditions (1.1). The boundary value problem (1.4). (1.1) 
generates an infinite system of eigenvectors ( l ) 

(k= o, I, 2, . . .) 

corresponding to the eigenvalues &Of the parameter I, the roots Of the equation 
3m-1 

77+n22hf2h=O 

The system of eigenVeCWs fk(r/, kk) does not possess the orthogonality property in the 
interval (-1, 1). 

Corresponding to the displacement vector (1.3). which now becomes 

l ) The kind of eigenvectors of the problems considered here ‘can be found in 17, 9, 10) 
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(1.5) 

are the suesses 
co 

Lo.& Ckak (y)e -%F , “kx 
P 

.Lw+ 
b 

Ckrk (Y) e 
k-0 

Tk - fk’ - Akh, (W 

Let us canuuct the system of extended vectors 

e(Y) ’ zp P(Y) ’ R II P (Y) 
11(Y) = p(y) II I 0.7) 

(the subscript k has been omitted). Let us find the additional vector n (v) from the 
conditions Z”-P%+Q% n’ = stl (1.8) 

Here P, Q, S are 2 x 2 marrices linearly dependent on A. 
Let us note that according to conditions (1.8) we can write 

q = Q-IS’ - Q-t% (1.9) 

The superscript -1 denotes the inverse matrix. 
Let us requ&e that the elements of the vector q (P) , the functions p (y), q (v) ,corre- 

spend to combinations of condftions assigned on the strip boundaries x = conat (displa- 
cements, their derivatives with respect to y, normal and shear stresses). Then there 
necessarily results from (1.9) 

P==kPl, Q-Qo, S=k& 

The matrices pa, Q~, s, are. independent of A. Substituting (1.8), (1.9) into (1.4) 
yields a system of equations to find the matrices PI, Q,,, 4. We have 

PI + QoSIQO-’ - LI = 0, QaSlQo-‘PI + La = 0 (i. 10) 

The matrices 

are the solutfon of Eqs. (1.10). 
We now have according to (1.6). (1.7). (1.9) 

pk (Y) = - f k’ - ‘kh, = ‘k - 2f,’ 
(1.11) 

qk(Y)= ,,,__i a (hi- Xkfk) = ,sk + 2h, 

As follows from (1.8). the extended vectors (1.7) satisfy the equations of the following 
boundary value problem : 

a’ = AZ + kBz, &(*I) =o (1.12) 

Here A, B, M are the matrices 
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Let us show that the problem (1.12) is self-adjoint.. To do this it is necessary [ll] that 
there exist a nondegenerate ~~sf~rnat~on 

ws.Tz (f.f.@ 

which will transform the conjugate boundary value problem 

w = - A+w - hR*w, NW&i)==0 (Li5) 

into that under investigation (1.12). The superscript l denotes the transpose of the 
matrix 

This requirement yields three equations 
TA+AT=O, TR+B”P=O, MT-W*=0 

The matrix 
00-i 0 

ii&I) 

T 
00 o---i 

= 10 0 0 

,oi 0 op 
is the simplest solution of the system (1.16). 

Let us find the orthogonality reiationship of the vectors Z&J). By rnul~p~~g (1.12) 
for the vector z,by the vector w ,,.,+ on the left, and the transposed equation (1.15) for 
wmby z, on the right, adding, and integrating the result between -1 and 1, we substitute 
the transf~mation (1.14). We obtain i 

(An - hrn) s z*,TBe, dy = [z;Tz, ]Li 
-? 

Taking acoount of (1, ?),(l. 11) and the boundary conditions (X.1), we have the ortho- 
gonaliq ~la~~sh~p for the vectors zk (y) 

1 

c z;Rz, dy = 0, n#m (1.17) 
. 

Here R is the w( 
-* 

sight matrix 

I 

0 0 Oi 

0 O-10 
RmTB= 

o-i 00 

IO 00 

Expanding the relationship (1.17) by using (1.3). (1.11). we write it in the different 
form i 

s (f,,,a, - tmhn + f ,,b,,, - Q,,J + = 4 n # m, (i.i8) 
-1 

The o~ogona~~ relationships (1.17). (1.18) permits finding the coefficients of the 
decomposition of the arbitrary vector’& 

ii?* = II 70 (Y)% ‘T’, (Y)l i;o (Y), &I (Y) 1 

in a series in the extended vectors 05 

&J = 2 cJ& (Y) 
i k-0 

1 _ 
s 

1 

5 - Ty (fo% +,hk+fX+t&,)dy, G,=2 
s lf k3k - “khk) & 

--i --I 
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Here Gr are uormaiizing factors. 

a. Ciroular raetragle, Let us consider the deformation of a circular rectan- 
gle whose arc edges are fixed 

u=v=O for P=a, p--b (2.1) 

Here u, v are the projections of the displacement vector on the axes of the polar 
coordinates 6% Q , respeCtiVCly. 

Let us transform to the new coordinate 

(--hGt<h) 

The equations in displacements for the plane state of stress become 

PU 
2mat,+(m4 g 

PV i3V 
-2mu+(m+i).-dt-(3m-i)yg-==O 

lPV 

2m~+(rn-*)~-~rn--1)v+~m+I)~+~3m-~)~~~ 

Let us seek the solution of (2.2) in the form 

SubstiZuting (2.3) into (2.2) yields a relation&p to find the vector 1 (t) 

8’ = %Ll&’ + W& + AM + Lo.6 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4~ 

The primes denote differentiation with respect to t. 
The vector a (t) should satisfy the boundary conditions (2.1) besides the Eq. (2.4). 

The boundary value problem (2.1). (2.14) has an infinite system of nonorthogonal eigen- 
vectors 

Ek (t, nk) - (k - 0,l. 2. . .) 

corresponding to the eigenvalues kk of the parameter 5, the roots of the equation 

(m, + 1)’ (U + l)sh*2h + (3m - 1)' sh2 (U + i)hsh2 (U - i)h = 0 (2.5) 

Corresponding to the displacement vector (2.3) which now becomes 

u - $j c& (t) e xkQ 
are the stresses 

(2.6) 

Let us construct the system of extended vectors of the problem. Omitting calculations 
analogous to those presented in the problem for the strip. let us.write the result 
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Zk* = ii fk. hk, Pk, Qki (k - 0, 1, 8. . .) (2.7) 
where in the notation (2.6) 

pk - .*-_i 2m (fk’+fk-hkhh) 3bk+2fk’ 
(2.8) 

Qk=-hk’- hk-?.kfk=rk-2hk’ 

It is easy to verify that the vectors ak (t) satisfythe self-adjoint differential equation 
and boundary conditions a~ = h + J& Mz(fh)rO (2.9) 

Here A, B, M are the matrices ((11s = I/* (m - 1)/m) 

4 0 01s 0 ‘oi 00 iooo 

A 0 4 0 4 Y B_ 4 0 0 0 I M* I oi 00 = 

001 0’ 00 01 

( 

0000 
000 i u O-l 0 0000 I 

The orthogonality relationship of the vector Zk (t) is 

h 

s %z,,dt = 0 (n+m)r 

-h 

(2.iO) 

Decomposing the relationship (2.10) by using (2.7). (2.8). we obtain 
h 

s 
(f na% - cm& + f nm - ~&,) dt = 0 (n # m) 

-h 

(2.11) 

Utilizing the orthogonality relationship (2.11), we find the coefficients of the expan- 
sion of the arbitrary vector ;80 = II 70 (% ii0 (4 I;0 (%<o (1) II 
in a series of eigenvectors of the problem (2.9) 

&I== &kzk(t). 
k-0 

ck= & “s (&tk-&hk+fk& ak&)dt 

-h 

Here Gk are the normalizing factors 
h 

‘5 = 2 
s 

(f ktk - akhk) dt 

-h 

8, C y I! ad e r [9]. Let us examine the axisymmetric deformation of a hollow cir- 
cular cylinder with axis t whose side surfaces r = b, r = a (a > b) are fixed 

y= “Z 0 for r = a, ; = b (3.1) 

Here u, v are projections of the displacement vector u on the axis of the cylindrical 
t, r coordinates, respectively. 

In this case the equations in displacements are 

i 8% +m-i (3.2) 
-- - 
2 azar m 

Setting 
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and the bcmdary condition 
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of the arbitrary vector 
~=Ufi@,* h(r), pa(r), &)(I 

are found because of the relationship (3.8) from 

where Gk’ are normalizing factors o 

Gk - rkhk) r dr 
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